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Upper cable end attached

Steel Roller Top of Net Attached to Upper Cable using to D shackle and eyebolt

M6x60 BZP Carbine Hooks @ 500 mm intervals Net & Support Cable sags at Mid-Point

(typically 2.5 metres above ground)

Top Cable 5 mm dia. 7x7 (wsc) galv wire rope MBL 1,380kg

Nets joined at mid point

by Carbine Hooks

Each net Half to be retracted

curtain-like to each side when not in use

Lower cable 4mm galvanised steel wire rope

made in two halves - joined at mid-point with 

remove-able D-shackle and hand-tensioned

with hook-eye strainers

Bottom of Net Secured by M6x60 BZP Carbine Hooks @ 1000 mm intervals

Concrete Foundations

Typically 900 x 900 x 1000 mm DRAWING NOT TO SCALE

TO RETRACT THE NET TO DEPLOY THE NET
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For further information contact: AlphaFence, The Granary, Ty Coch, Upper Llanover, Abergavenny, NP7 9LA      T: 01873 880784     W: www.alphafence.co.uk     E: info@alphafence.co.uk

Undo any retaining ropes or other mechanism attaching the retracted nets to the perimeter 

fence.

Pull the nets out from the sides of the pitch to the centre by walking whilst holding the leading 

upper and lower guide ropes. If the net gets snagged en route, simply stop and free it up by 

giving it a gentle tug.  

Fully tension the lower cable by winding in the two central hook-eye bolts.

Clip the two halves of the net together where they meet at the mid-point.

Unclip the two halves of the net where they meet at the mid-point.

Partially de-tension the lower cable by winding out the two central hook-eye bolts.

Retract the two halves of the net by walking towards the pitch sides whilst holding the leading upper and 

lower guide ropes. If the net gets snagged en route, simply stop and free it up by giving it a gentle tug.  

Secure the net at the side of the pitch to the perimeter fence using the leading guide ropes and/or clips.

 Fully de-tension the lower cable by further winding out the two hook-eye strainers and detach the two 

halves by releasing the D-shackle.

Carry each half of the lower cable to the side of the pitch and pull it out straight along the pitch perimeter 

fence, finally clipping the loose end to the fence itself so that the trailing cable is out of harms’ way and 

not a trip hazard (you may prefer to coil it up and keep it near the retracted net).

D-shackle

& Eyebolt

Walk out each half of the retracted/coiled lower cables from the perimeter fence to the mid-

point of the pitch and pull hand tight. 

Join the two cable ends using the D-shackle attached to the hook-eye strainers (wind out 

strainers further if necessary), and partially tension the lower cable by winding in the hook-eye 

strainers.

TWO-PIECE RETRACTABLE DIVIDING NET SYSTEM
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Divide Net made (in two halves)  
from 50 x 50 x 2.5 mm knotted 

Ball Catch netting 

120x120x5 mm galvanised steel SHS 
end-straining posts (set with back lean) 

BHW1800G Manual Winch 
mechanism. 825 kg rated load 
(remove handle once tensioned) 

Lower cable attached with D-shackles  
& eyebolts at each post and tensioned  
using hook-eye strainers at mid point. 
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